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Wedding Planning in Melbourne, VICBusy climbing up that corporate ladder,

finishing post grad studies or just flat out trying to fit a social life between

everything else you have going on? It's pretty common for many couples planning a

wedding, to be doing it in the midst of many other major life changes like buying a

house or changing jobs. Even if you are sailing through your wedding planning

experience, getting bogged down in the finer details can be such a buzz kill,

especially when they can be outsourced to experienced professionals (who actually

enjoy doing it!). So if you're engaged and looking for a Sydney wedding planner, or

wedding planners in Brisbane or Melbourne - then we'd love to help.Unlike

traditional wedding planners or coordinators, Girl Friday Weddings offers

personalized service, whether it be taking care of details you did not anticipate,

dealing with unexpected pitfalls or just bringing all of your ideas together. That's

why we consider ourselves to be the best wedding planners in the business.Why

choose Girl Friday Weddings? You will benefit from our award winning team with

professional expertise. Our team of wedding planners are passionate, dedicated and

execute each event with thoughtfulness and professionalism giving you peace of

mind in the lead up to your wedding day. So if you are looking for expert guidance

in the lead up to your wedding day, ask us about how our wedding planners can

help you with styling, consulting, planning or wedding day coordination. We can

also assist you with any event hire or outdoor ceremony hire.Our Sydney,

Melbourne and Brisbane wedding planners promise to make the planning process as

fun and stress-free as possible, just the way it should be and we are happy to work

in with most wedding budgets. The professionals at Girl Friday Weddings can take

on the tasks you don’t have time for.
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